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A MATTER OF TIME
Laura Haynes imagines city life through a prism of past, present and future

I wake in a room bathed in light. A steady, early sun streams through the window, glinting off the white wooden shutters. The morning skyline, risen and diffuse, is a canopy that plumes and punctures strands of cumulus cloud. The highline, the freight line, the flight line, the beeline.
The outside is a pale shade of green. I go out barefoot and stand in our back garden. This garden is a narrow patch of cultivated topsoil over roadstone and shale, a quarry path over fossil trees and carboniferous time. The hardened ground is a humus first formed from ancient accumulations of quillworts and club mosses and then mined as coal swamps. The herbaceous peat that densely matted, thickened and layered into carbon extending into our fuel-dependent now. Its pollutants left hanging like the smell of cordite.
I wake in a room bathed in light and now know the certainty of the ineffable. I know of a time when particle pollutants in the air reduced at a previously unimagined rate, when optimistic reinvention felt possible during dispersed yellow haze. The volatility of ambient seismic noise quietened, Earth’s vibrations stilled, bumblebees returned to the garden and the Himalayas reappeared from a geochemical hazardous cloud.
I stand barefoot in the garden and the city spreads for miles on all sides. Here, when the preindustrial quarry was landscaped to create a city park, eleven tree stumps from a prehistoric forest were excavated, circa 330 million years old. The park and the grove’s four walls were erected around the submerged woodland preserved in stone – an ancient boundary formed from low tide, then decay and renewal, and still containing urban sprawl. My daughter believes the building is home to a hibernating dinosaur, still resting after glaciation. The city of Glasgow – where I live and sleep 4 metres above ground – is built on ethically and geologically dubious pioneering: only 200 years ago it heralded merchant prosperity and industrial leadership. From the yards, men suffered ‘red lead blinks’, said to be like sandpaper over the eyes, from studying the welding torch. The sound of striking metal punctuated the slums and streets. Depression, recession, accidental death and labour strikes organised time’s other yard.
I live in a neighbourhood built for the shipping industry and now the outside is a pale shade of green. The river Clyde continues to flow past the city it has created. There is the soft wedge of sound from the wood pigeons’ call, a cooing that has fallen into millions of ancestral ears, and then there is the engine let-down of cargo trucks as they brake for a red light, the environmental noise of the present. The freight train line was turned into a Nature trail but the park was cut short by the express road infrastructure. Often the house shudders and vibrations can be felt in the garden. When it rains the road is loud and when it storms the ambulance route is busy. In summer the avenues are viscous with pollen pods, humming and heavy during lockdown. This place was an attempt at the garden city. It swings the three magnets set out by Ebenezer Howard in 1898: where will the people go? he asked. Town. Country. Town-Country? Thick, sticky, accelerated capital pollinates city dwellers.
Ebenezer’s brush down was the creation of a cooperative social diagram for individual and community needs – tomorrow: a peaceful path to real reform, he said, dreaming of that sustainable army that can still be.
More recently the city centre has been tenantless as crowds retreat from the metropole, magnetised by Ebenezer’s garden rooms, or forced out by poor economic conditions. Those same innumerable pairs of feet upped and moved, looking to suspend their footprint above more fertile ground. The outside is a pale shade of green and now we have witnessed a profound loss of capital’s appointments. There was batch cooking and thrifty leftovers. Late walks. Midday walks. Sometimes two walks. Usually the same walks. Sticks and pine cones. The quartz and conch of daily life, gathered smallnesses in the hallway as a social document and an arsenal – a sense of the sacred in the everyday.
I stand barefoot in the garden and breathe deeply, gulping into my lungs the tissues of a moment. During the global pandemic response, we watched the yellow cloud disperse and might have even just about inhaled the concept of the regenerative city. We waited in line for the bike store to service our bikes and we built our confidence on the quietened commuter routes. We ingested less traffic emissions and more lavender. Whole streets were given over to cyclists and now stay that way, bordered by sapling trees and urban botanical planting. The garden city indeed has a fragrance that is much kinder than the familiar olfactory of burning cigarette bins, urine-soaked alleys, and chippy fat. New city trees are slender and fragile, their sap is still sedate in its deciduousness but they grow into an imagined percentage of Green Recovery and a renewed leafy and sustainable city iconography. In the same city we find ourselves in new places of ethics and aesthetics, standing upon a policy rollout that has an unmistakable reality and significance. This place is being remade and some of the gestures of reform are cycling and walking.
I walk to a friend’s in another neighbourhood. I am not the only walker, there is a culture of others and the streets feel safe. In a day in the life of the regenerative city we eat dinner, and its reach beyond the state has negligible impact. We buy ethically and don’t need an advanced grasp of science to do so. We trust our ingredients are from chemically unfertilised crops and carbon-sequestered soils. We eat harvest cultivated from the west coast seabed and dream of circular economies that operate like those rope-grown mussel filter-feeders producing minimal toxic outputs. In this renewed city the household’s intake of food and fuel corresponds to its urban metabolism; to its outputs in drains, recycling bins and chimneys. We bite a Russet apple and know of no poignant fall and we live in smart housing economically and environmentally available to all. In our older homes we stand in enclosed gardens where a thicket of hedges and trees is Nature’s insulation. Our intangible cultural heritage is webbed into the life and identity of our community. We took an inventory, had a year of less and felt the effects of our resource flows. And now we can choose to keep on going.
The ecopolis is a city with a future. It’s the sun-filled side of the garden where the canopy nets its occupants with fine silhouettes of leaves.
As I stretch out my hand, I can almost touch it.
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